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We describe the experiment and technology leading to a target plasma for the magnetized target
fusion research effort, an approach to fusion wherein a plasma with embedded magnetic fields is
formed and subsequently adiabatically compressed to fusion conditions. The target plasmas under
consideration, field-reversed configurations (FRCs), have the required closed-field-line topology and
are translatable and compressible. Our goal is to form high-density (1017 cm−3 ) FRCs on the FRXL (Field-Reversed eXperiment-Liner) device, inside a 36 cm long, 6.2 cm radius theta coil, with 5 T
peak magnetic field and azimuthal electric field as high as 1 kV/cm. FRCs have been formed with
an equilibrium density ne ≈ 1 − 2 × 1016 cm−3 , Te + Ti ≈ 250 eV, and excluded flux ≈ 2-3 mWebers.
PACS numbers: 52.55.Lf

I.

INTRODUCTION

FRX-L (Field-Reversed eXperiment-Liner) is a plasma
formation experiment at Los Alamos National Laboratory, operated in collaboration with researchers from Air
Force Research Laboratory. The principal goal of this
experiment is to form and translate a field-reversed configuration (FRC) with T ≈ 300 eV, n ≈ 1017 cm−3 , and
lifetime > 10 µs into a metallic liner (flux-conserving
shell). This is a precursor to demonstrating an approach
to fusion called Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF) [1].
The FRC has been selected as a promising candidate
target plasma because of the large existing empirical
database [2] and its proven ability to withstand translation and distortion [3].
MTF is an alternative approach to fusion that lies between the two more conventional approaches, Magnetic
Fusion Energy (MFE) and Inertial Confinement Fusion
(ICF), with respect to plasma lifetime and density. MFE
timescales are long (milliseconds to hours) and initial
densities are low (≈ 1012 − 1014 cm−3 ). Magnetic fields
are used to improve plasma confinement beyond that expected for the free-flight loss time. Some examples of
this method are the tokamak, spheromak, stellarator,
reversed-field pinch, etc. ICF lies at the other extreme of
the spectrum. In ICF, fusion occurs during short times
(≈ 10−9 s) but at high density (≈ 1024 − 1026 cm−3 ),
resulting in short pulses of high power. A pellet of fusion fuel is heated on its outer surface, and the expelled
gases and radiation cause the outer shell to compress the
inner fuel. The ICF approach does not require magnetic
confinement and benefits from higher fusion reactivity at
higher densities. However, ICF requires extremely high
uniformity, not only in engineering of the pellet but also

in the delivery of the heating to the pellet due to the high
volume compression ratios required [4].
MTF combines advantages of ICF and MFE [5–8]. A
target plasma with n ≈ 1017 − 1019 cm−3 is compressed,
as in ICF, but is preheated and has magnetic fields embedded in it to insulate the plasma from the wall. Compared to ICF, this relaxes the requirements on compression uniformity and velocity—compression can take microseconds rather than nanoseconds. Fusion reactivity is
given by the formula
R = nD nT < σDT v >=

1 2
n < σDT v >,
4

(1)

where nD and nT are densities of deuterium and tritium,
< σDT v > is the average cross-section for a DT reaction,
and we are assuming [9] nD = nT = n/2. As stated before, higher density improves the reaction rate by many
orders of magnitude over conventional MFE. Most characteristic plasma scale lengths also decrease with increasing plasma density, thereby decreasing system size with
respect to MFE.
The MTF process—at least as it relates to FRX-L—
can be separated into three distinct steps: formation of
target plasma, translation of target plasma into target
chamber (cylindrical liner, or ‘can’), and compression of
the chamber along with the plasma to fusion conditions,
coupling the compressional energy into the plasma (see
Fig. 1). The MTF concept itself is more general and encompasses other target plasma and driver combinations,
but the basic requirements for the target plasma are the
same: a starting temperature of Te ≈ Ti ≈ 50–300 eV,
a density of 1017 cm−3 , and a closed field line topology
with a magnetic field of ≈ 5 T. The compression in our
case is achieved by driving a large axial current along
the liner. The liner implodes, or pinches, maintaining its
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Step 1:
Formation

Step 2:
Translation

Density ~1017 - 1018 cm-3
T~50-300 eV
B~5 T (closed-field line topology)

Step 3:
Compression

Adiabatic compression to
fusion conditions
( vwall~cm/µs)

FIG. 1: The three steps of FRC-based MTF.

shape, at least until the required radial compression factor is reached (10 times for our case) [10–12]. This adiabatic compression occurs at speeds on the order of cm/µs,
which are easily achievable with existing pulsed-power facilities, such as the Shiva-Star facility at AFRL [13] or
the Atlas facility under construction in Nevada (formerly
at LANL) [14].
We chose to use the FRC as our target plasma because
it has the required closed-field-line topology and has been
shown to be translatable and compressible. The large
existing empirical database gives us predictive capability
and indicates that the type of FRC required for MTF is
achievable [2]. FRX-L is used to form these FRCs and
will translate them into a mock liner. We are currently
studying the FRC formation process in the high-density
regime.
An FRC is a toroidal plasma configuration with
toroidal current and poloidal magnetic field, and ideally
no toroidal field. It is composed of a closed field line region on the inside and an open field line region on the
outside. If formed inside a theta coil (commonly known
as the field-reversed theta pinch, or FRTP, method), the
symmetry axis of the resulting FRC coincides with the
axis of the theta coil, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The
volume-averaged plasma beta (ratio of internal particle
and field pressure to external field pressure) is approximately unity, the highest energy density plasma that can
be confined for a given closed magnetic field structure.
The open field line region serves as a natural divertor,
allowing any particles which are able to escape the confined plasma region to do it along the axis rather than
deposit their energy on the walls.
Although we use the FRTP method for FRC formation, there are various other ways to do this [2]. The
formation sequence is detailed in Sec. II along with a
description of the FRX-L device.
For FRC-based MTF we require higher density FRCs
than those formed by currently operating experiments—
essentially returning to the kind of parameters seen in the
early FRC experiments [2]. Although lifetime is thereby
shortened, the plasma need only last long enough to be

translated and compressed, or > 10 µs. Similar large Eθ
(kV/cm) FRCs have been produced in the past [15–19],
but none have been done coupled with presently known
cusp-formation techniques nor with the modern suite of
diagnostics at our disposal [20, 21]. In addition, none
were done with the intent of application to MTF, which
presents its own set of unique requirements. These include stability during formation and compression, energy
confinement adequate for fast liner compressional heating, liner-plasma interactions, and plasma impurity content and the general consequences of high-energy-density
plasma-wall interactions.
II.

FRX-L EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

In this section we introduce the principal elements of
the FRX-L experiment, including a description of the
physical components, the electrical circuit and its operation, the vacuum system and related components, and
control and data acquisition systems. An overview of the
existing diagnostics follows, although specific diagnostic
results are left for Sec. III.
The experimental design was guided principally by existing major hardware components (such as the main capacitor bank facility) coupled with future plans for integrated liner-on-plasma compression experiments. We
begin by requiring fusion relevant conditions in the final
plasma and work backwards from that point. We assume
a possible 10 × compression of the aluminum liner, and
use the energy of an existing liner compression capacitor
bank (Shiva-Star at AFRL [13]) and fix the liner mass
to pick a liner velocity that we can achieve. This in turn
sets the liner size, which sets the plasma size and starting plasma density and pressure needed. A zero-D model
for the cylindrical liner compression of the FRC [22, 23],
and FRC semi-empirical formation models [24], were then
used to determine required fields, which in turn drove
the design of the coils and the electrical circuit. Table I summarizes the design parameters for the experiment and compares them to our actual parameters (see
following sections for more details on how the latter were
obtained). The lift-off field (not defined elsewhere) is the
value of the external axial magnetic field at the moment
the plasma initially detaches from the quartz tube surface
due to the reversal field pressure.
A.

Physical Layout and Components

The FRX-L experiment is distributed among three
rooms composing the experimental facility: the experimental bay, the screen room, and a workspace/test-area.
The experimental bay contains all of the pulsed power
components and the experimental vessel. Its high walls
and interlocked doors protect personnel, who must remain outside during operation. We discuss the screen
room further in Sec. II D.
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TABLE I: FRX-L Experimental Parameters
Parameter
FRC plasma
density
temperature Ti , Te
radius (separatrix)
length
peak compression field
FRC configuration lifetime
Hardware
coil radius, rc
coil length, lc
coil voltage
reversal electric field
main field risetime
D2 fill pressure, p0
lift-off field

Design

Achieved

1017 cm−3
50–300 eV
2.8 cm
30 cm
4T
25 µs

≈ 1–8 × 1016 cm−3
Te + Ti ≈ 250–400 eV
2.8 cm
≈ 30 cm
3T
> 10 µs (equil phase)

6.2 cm
36.0 cm
39 kV
1 kV/cm
2.5 µs
80 mTorr
0.7 T

6.2 cm
36.0 cm
37 kV
0.95 kV/cm
2.5 µs
30–80 mTorr
0.15 T

12.4 cm dia

cm
36

FIG. 3: Detailed schematic of FRX-L theta-coil.
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FIG. 2: Layout of FRX-L components, including main, bias,
pre-ionization (P.I.), and cusp capacitor banks, transmission
(xmission) line, power supplies (P.S.), triggers (trigs), stainless steel (SS) shields, theta coils, cusp coils, and liner. (Inset
is a closeup of the device central core.)

Figure 2 is a top-view of the experimental bay, drawn
to scale. The principal components of the experiment are
indicated on the figure: the vacuum vessel (pump stand,
quartz tube, and liner regions) and the electrical components (theta coil with transmission line, pre-ionization—
or PI—bank, main bank, bias bank, and cusp/mirror
bank and coils, as well as the stainless steel flux excluder
plates between these and the theta coil). The locations of
the power supplies and triggers are also shown for reference. Other equipment, such as the engineering controls
used to return the capacitor banks to a safe state and the
diagnostics, are not shown on this figure.
The central part of the machine is the theta coil, in-

side of which sits the quartz discharge tube. The coil
is a single turn aluminum coil, segmented to allow access for diagnostics through three 1 cm gaps (Fig. 3).
The current is fed into the theta coil via a parallel-plate
transmission line made up of two 2.5-cm thick aluminum
plates. These plates lie horizontally and are 36 cm wide
at the theta coil side, widening to 2.5 m at the other end
to accept 64 RG17/14 coaxial input cables. The top and
bottom plates are insulated from each other with 24 layers of 127 µm thick Mylar film. These many layers are
necessary to minimize the possibility for imperfections in
the Mylar allowing a direct tracking path from one plate
to the other (in the section prior to the discharge tube).
The Mylar sticks out 30 cm from the edges of the plates
to prevent surface tracking. At the input side, the plates
transition to coaxial cables over a distance of 30 cm. This
transition region is covered by an airtight box into which
SF6 is introduced to prevent breakdown during a shot
(one machine cyle, consisting of charging capacitors, discharging them, and reading out data channels). The bias,
PI, and main banks connect to the transmission line via
the RG17/14 cables.
The bias bank consists of two FRX-C compression
modules [25, 26] connected in parallel, mounted on top
of each other. Each of these modules is composed of two
General Electric 500 µF, 10 kV capacitors in parallel.
These are connected to a bias inductor (4 µH) with copper bus bars to inductively isolate the bank from the PI
and main bank discharges. The capacitors are charged
with a Spellman SA10P4 10-kV power supply and are
switched into the circuit using a water cooled ignitron
(National Electronics NL-488A) on each module, triggered with North Star Research IG5-F2 ignitron triggers.
The original FRX-C modules were modified slightly to
charge negatively and yet maintain current in the same
direction through the ignitrons, as is required for their
operation.
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The PI bank is made up of two Aerovox AeroStor
1.35 µF 100 kV capacitors. These are attached to a pair
of parallel plates which lay horizontally on top of the capacitors. The plates are insulated from each other by
24 layers of 127 µm thick Mylar. The plates were made
to accommodate up to six capacitors in order to vary
PI current and ringing frequency during pre-ionization.
Presently we use two capacitors, resulting in a frequency
f = 250 kHz. The PI bank power supply is a Spellman
SA70P4 70-kV supply, and the PI bank is switched using
a single Maxwell pressurized rail-gap switch (Model 40
302 ‘Atlas-type’ [14]). The initial trigger is supplied by a
Maxwell 40168 Trigger Amplifier that in turn triggers a
Maxwell 40151B Trigger Generator. The latter supplies
a 100-kV pulse to trigger the rail-gap switch. Similarly to
the theta coil transmission line, an SF6 box surrounds the
parallel plate to cable transition. Eight low-inductance
RG17/14 cables connect the PI bank to the theta coil
header.
The main capacitor bank (field-reversal bank) is a twostage Marx bank with a maximum erected voltage of
120 kV. A Marx bank is a capacitor bank that is split
into equal parts (two in our case) charged in parallel to
the same potential. These are then switched in series or
‘erected’ such that their voltage multiplies by the number
of stages. Since each half of our bank has a capacitance
of 72 µF, it becomes 36 µF when erected. Two separate power supplies (Universal Voltronics HV DC Power
Supply, BPO 62-800-LANL), one positive, the other negative, are used to charge the lower and upper half of
the Marx bank, respectively. The bank is erected by
and discharges through four Maxwell pressurized rail-gap
switches (Model 40 302). Since the bank can provide up
to 0.25 MJ, a protection circuit was designed to prevent
against damage from a prefire that could cause a single
switch to take all the energy [27]. If a prefire is detected,
a signal is automatically sent to trigger the remaining
three switches thereby sharing the current among all of
them. The trigger system is similar to the one used for
the PI bank.
The crowbar switch is identical to the one used to discharge the main bank but is situated on the output side.
The purpose of the crowbar is to extend the lifetime of
the FRC by maintaining the current in the load relatively
constant after it reaches its first peak. The design of the
crowbar is described elsewhere [28].
The cusp bank is a separate circuit, though mutual inductance must be considered due to the close proximity
of the cusp coils to the theta coil. Individual coils are
16-turn hollow copper conductor coils encased in epoxy,
having a thickness of 2.5 cm and an ID of 14 cm. Three of
these coils side by side combine to form a cusp coil. Stainless steel shield plates with a soak-through time ≈ 100 µs,
or flux excluders, are placed between these coils and the
theta coil to reduce mutual inductance (the cusp field,
with a quarter cycle time of 900 µs, penetrates these,
while the PI and main bank fields do not). The entire
cusp bank consists of four FRX-C double modules, iden-

tical to the ones used on the bias bank. Four additional
modules are available for when we increase the number
of coils to include a set surrounding the liner region into
which the FRC will be translated. The modules are powered by a Peter Dahl 10 kV supply.

B.

Vacuum System

The vacuum chamber consists primarily of an 11-cm
outer diameter dielectric quartz tube of 2.5 mm wall
thickness located inside the theta coil. The tube is
evacuated and filled with deuterium at low pressure.
The pump stand, supporting the mechanical and turbo
pumps, is on a separate frame, and the pump manifold is
connected to one end of the quartz tube via a bellows to
reduce vibrations. (The other end of the quartz tube is
where the liner will be located and into which the FRC
will be translated in the near future.)
All vacuum flanges use copper gaskets except for the
seal with the quartz tube. This seal was specially designed to deal with the varying tolerances of the quartz
tube. Each seal is comprised of a Viton o-ring that fits
around the tube at each end and specially shaped stainless rings that press on the o-ring from either side, compressing it gainst the quartz tube and making a seal.
The base pressure in the vacuum chamber before a shot
is approximately 3 × 10−7 Torr.
The working gas is deuterium, D2 . We operate with
a static gas fill, with pressures ranging from 10 to
100 mTorr. Future plans include an upgrade to a puff
fill system. The D2 fill line is maintained under positive
pressure. When ready for a shot, a plenum of approximately 500 cm3 is filled to a pressure on the order of a
few Torr, after which the fill line valve is closed and the
plenum is opened to the chamber.
The principal pump is a Varian TV-551 Navigator,
550 l/sec turbo pump, backed up by a dedicated mechanical pump. An independent mechanical pump is
used to rough out the chamber prior to opening it to
the turbo pump. An automatic vacuum control system
using National Instruments Fieldpoint modules and LabVIEW Realtime software controls the various sequences
and prevents damage to the vacuum components. All of
the vacuum gauges are automatically disconnected during a shot via air-driven switches.

C.

Electrical Circuit and Operation

The FRX-L circuit consists basically of a theta-pinch
coil (a straight coil, i.e. it has no mirror fields at the ends)
driven by various capacitor banks in parallel, precisely
timed to form, contain, and translate an FRC with the
temperature, density, and lifetime appropriate for MTF.
A simplified circuit diagram is shown on Fig. 4. Not all
parasitic inductances and capacitances are shown on this
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FIG. 4: Simplified electrical circuit of the FRX-L device.
quartz
tube

diagram. The principal components, as shown, are the
crowbar and the main, bias, and PI capacitor banks.
The formation sequence follows very closely the explanation presented by Hoffman et al. [29], except that our
theta coil has no passive mirror. We instead use a separate set of slow cusp coils at either end of the theta
coil, which null out the initial bias field at these locations (pull theta coil field lines radially outward), but
later serve as mirrors with respect to the main bank reverse field. The following are details of the sequence as
it pertains to FRX-L. Refer to Fig. 5 for details.
The bias bank, with a quarter cycle time, t1/4 , equal
to 140 µs, produces the low-level slowly-varying magnetic field which later becomes trapped to form the FRC.
When the bias bank discharge is initiated, a static fill of
D2 gas is present in the quartz tube. Upon reaching
the first minimum of the bias field, the PI bank is triggered, with t1/4 = 1.0 µs. This bank is used to ionize
the gas by ringing the magnetic field at high frequency.
We chose this pre-ionization method, known as the θ-PI
method, from among the various possibilities[2] due to its
simplicity—no additional hardware except for the bank is
necessary on the experiment—and cleanliness—the only
impurities possible are due to the quartz tube interacting
with the plasma (a transient effect occurring during PI
field zero-crossing or main bank field reversal). Once the
bias field has diffused into the plasma sufficiently (determined empirically), such that the field lines are frozen
into the plasma, the main bank is triggered. This bank
(t1/4 = 3 µs) is connected such that its field is opposite
in direction to the original bias field, and is ≈ 10 times
larger in magnitude than the bias field. The plasma is
pulled radially outwards due to J × B forces between the
large induced azimuthal current and the frozen-in bias
field. As the reversal field diffuses into the surface of the
plasma, the force reverses direction and the outside of the
plasma begins contracting radially. Soon afterwards, the
fields reconnect near the ends of the theta coil, and field
line tension at these locations causes the plasma to compress axially. The equilibrium FRC consists of a region
of closed field lines and a region of open field lines, with
the separatrix delineating the boundary between the two.
The cusp/mirror coils, located at either end of the
theta coil, create a null with respect to the bias field, and
seed the reconnection to occur repeatably in the same
location. They also make a mirror magnetic field with
respect to the main bank field, thereby holding the FRC
centered underneath the theta coil after formation.

A. PRE-IONIZATION

CL

B. FIELD REVERSAL

CL

C. RECONNECTION

rs
CL

D. CONTRACTION TO EQUILIBRIUM

FIG. 5: FRC formation sequence, from top to bottom: A.
Chamber is filled with neutral gas, bias magnetic field is applied, and gas is ionized; B. Current in theta pinch coil is
rapidly reversed, plasma implodes; C. Magnetic field lines reconnect; D. FRC contracts axially to equilibrium configuration (separatrix radius rs is shown).

D.

Control and Data Acquisition Systems

Control and data acquisition systems are operated
from within our screen room, an rf-shielded room containing six racks of digitizers, control system components, and remote (fiber-optically connected) diagnostics.
Three live video screens supply views of the experimental area to the operator and other personnel in the screen
room. Other computer terminals make it possible for investigators to view and analyze data after each shot.
No hard connection exists between the experiment and
the screen room. Any diagnostic signals coming into the
screen room are not allowed to contact the experiment.
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Diagnostics that require contact with any part of the experiment are situated inside a separate rf-shielded enclosure which is allowed to float up in potential along with
the experiment. Communication with these digitizers is
done using a National Instruments GPIB fiber-optic extender.
The control system is comprised of air and fiber-optic
signal lines which return interlock status signals and send
out charge and fire signals, among others. The automatic safing sequence (sequence that returns the capacitor banks to a safe state) is also controlled in this manner.
The system is run on LabVIEW on a PC communicating
with a National Instruments PXI crate.
The data acquisition system is run separately from the
control system. The system interface was written in LabVIEW as well, but is run on a UNIX platform. Communication between the computer and the digitizers is done
via GPIB bus. We use all available GPIB communication
ports, i.e. 15, totaling 58 data channels at present. Digitizers range from old Camac-style LeCroy TR8818A transient recorders to VXI digitizers (HP E1427A and Tektronix TVS641A waveform analyzers). Scopes are used
for data that might indicate to personnel whether or not
the shot should be recorded, as the data retrieval process
lasts about 5 min and is one of the limiting factors for
our shot rate. The initialization/configuration information and data are stored on Sybase [30] and MDS+ [31]
databases, respectively, though we will be transferring
the configuration parameters to MDS+ as well. The
data can be later analyzed using either IDL [32] or DWScope [31].

E.

Diagnostics

In this section we introduce the principal diagnostics
utilized on FRX-L, summarized in Table II. Specific data
obtained with each is discussed in Sec. III.
Magnetic field probes (Ḃ probes) and flux loops placed
in the radial gap between the discharge tube and the
theta coil measure the excluded flux as a function of
time [33]. The 36-cm long FRX-L theta coil is split into
four equal segments, labeled A to D, each 8.25 cm long,
with a 1 cm gap between them. As shown in Fig. 6, four
magnetic probe/loop pairs were located at one edge of
each of these segments, or at z = -9.25, -0.5, 8.75, and
18.0 cm, with the midpoint of the theta coil taken to be
z = 0. Magnetic field probes measure the axial magnetic field at specific points, while flux loops measure
the flux through the theta coil at given axial locations.
The excluded flux is defined as the amount of magnetic
flux (determined by the field measured with a magnetic
probe and assuming azimuthal symmetry) excluded by
the FRC, i.e. the flux which would be present inside the
FRC separatrix if the FRC were not present. This last
statement can be expressed in the form of an equation,
φexc = Bp πrs2 ,

(2)

loop 1

A

loop 2

B

loop 3

C

loop 4

D

.
B
z

-18 cm

0

18 cm

FIG. 6: Cross-section of theta-coil showing location of flux
loop and Ḃ probes.

where Bp is the axial magnetic field measurement during a plasma shot and rs is the FRC separatrix radius.
The relationship between the flux and magnetic probe
measurements during a plasma shot can be written as
¡
¢
φp = Bp π rc2 − rs2 ,
(3)
where rc is the inner radius of the theta coil, and φp is the
flux probe measurement during a plasma shot. During a
vacuum shot, instead, as there is no excluded flux,
φv = Bv πrc2 ,

(4)

where Bv and φv are the magnetic field and flux probe
measurements during a vacuum shot. Taking the ratio
of these last two equations, we can obtain the separatrix radius as a function of time in terms of measured
quantities:
µ
¶1/2
φp Bv
rs = rc 1 −
.
(5)
φv Bp
The magnetic probe design is limited by both the high
voltage environment in which it must operate and the
narrow gap inside of which it must fit (≈ 5 mm exists
between the discharge tube and the theta coil).
The magnetic probe and flux loop signals are also combined into a differential integrator circuit (same one used
by the University of Washington Group on the LSX experiment [34]) to provide investigators with an immediate
excluded flux measurement. The magnetic probe signal
is subtracted from the flux loop signal after being integrated. The flux loop signal is attenuated such that the
two cancel out during a vacuum shot. A non-zero signal
then indicates excluded flux is present.
The multi-chord He-Ne (632.8 nm) laser single-pass interferometer was designed by AFRL. It was originally set
up with two chords, but has recently been upgraded to
eight. Abel inversion and tomographic analysis of the
data will provide a density plot of a cross-section of the
plasma as a function of time. Originally, the interferometer was set up at the midplane of the theta coil (Fig. 6,
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TABLE II: FRX-L Diagnostics
Diagnostic
Present:
Flux loops, Bz probes
Multi-chord He-Ne red interferometer (single-pass), side-on
Optical tomography
Framing camera, end-on
Bolometer
Multi-channel spectrometer
Undergoing initial testing:
Multi-point Thomson scattering

z = 0) with the two chords at a distance of r = 0 cm and
r = 2 cm from the z-axis, respectively. Presently, the
eight chords are set to span most of the discharge tube
radius (z = 0, r = 0, 0.7, 1.9, 2.4, 3.0, 3.4, 3.6, 4.2 cm).
Combining the line-integrated density measured along
a diameter (r = 0 chord) with the excluded flux radius measurement,
rs , one can define an average denR
sity < n >= ndr/2rs . The volume-averaged β can be
obtained from xs = rs /rc using [2],

< β >= 1 − x2s /2.

(6)

This equation is a simple but extremely useful relation
between the separatrix radius and < β >, obtained by
considering axial equilibrium and radial pressure balance,
where axial equilibrium refers to axial force balance between field-line tension and plasma pressure (neglecting
the pressure outside the separatrix and assuming the
theta coil is sufficiently long such that there is a region
of straight field lines in the vacuum region at either end).
Assuming radial pressure balance at the midplane, one
may then estimate the total plasma temperature using
2
< β >= n(Te + Ti )/(Bext
/2µo ) (with T in units of eV),
where Bext is the magnetic field external to the FRC
(measured by the magnetic probes).
Another important diagnostic is the multi-point
Thomson scattering system, used to measure Te and ne .
A 20 J pulsed ruby laser is fired through the plasma from
one end at an angle such that it cuts through the high
density regions of the FRC. The collecting optics, arrayed
along the z-axis, are brought up close to the discharge
tube by drilling holes in the theta coil. There are a total
of six collectors, each viewing the plasma at three spatial points, thereby providing data at different axial and
radial locations. The system is presently in its testing
phase and first data is expected shortly.

Information provided
separatrix radius, excluded field
density
large-scale plasma behavior
large-scale plasma behavior
radiated power
impurity line intensities vs time
Te , n e

III.

INITIAL RESULTS
A.

Pre-Ionization

We utilize the θ-PI technique to pre-ionize the gas,
which consists of ringing the theta pinch coil at a high frequency, thereby inducing a large azimuthal E field which
breaks down the gas.
The θ-PI technique has both advantages and disadvantages over other methods. This method is very clean, as
no electrodes are required inside the discharge tube. It
also provides a high level of ionization, about 100%. The
main disadvantage of this method is that it traps only
≈ 45% [35] of the initial bias field, at best. It also puts
additional restrictions on the capacitor banks, as the PI
bank must have at least enough voltage to cancel out the
bias bank (zero crossing) as explained below [36–40].
The PI bank is fired at the first minimum of the bias
field. The large azimuthal electric field induced ionizes
the D2 gas. Ionization occurs initially at locations where
the magnetic field is zero, or where the PI field cancels out
the existing bias field (the mean free path of the electrons
is maximized at these locations). As E is proportional to
r, the plasma sheath forms initially near the quartz tube
wall. As the PI field oscillates, this sheath is compressed
towards the axis and expanded towards the tube wall,
ionizing the remaining gas via the snow-plow effect [41,
42]. The bias field diffuses into the plasma, eventually
becoming trapped in it.
The more times the PI field rings, the more time the
bias field has to diffuse into the plasma, although this
means the plasma is expanded against the quartz tube
wall more times, picking up more impurities. For this
reason, the number of PI rings required before the firing
of the main bank, even the exact phase of the ring where
one does it, is a value determined empirically for each
FRC device.
We studied the dependence of the ionization fraction
on fill pressure, relative voltage of PI to bias, and variation in PI frequency (by changing the number of capacitors).
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B.

FRC formation

The following are initial results on FRC formation obtained with the FRX-L device. Operation with and without cusp/mirror coils and problems with the crowbarinduced field modulation are also discussed.
Reproducible formation of FRC plasmas was difficult
until we began operating with cusp/mirror coils at either
end of the theta coil. Without the cusp coils, the field
null points occur well outside of the theta coil, where field
reconnection is more difficult due to decreased ionization
levels. Reconnection without cusp coils was therefore
most probably due to tearing of the field lines under the
theta coil, making it very irreproducible. With the cusp
coils, the field nulls occur much closer to the theta coil,
and the x-points form where these nulls occur. In addition, as detailed in Sec. II C, the cusp coils form a mirror
field with respect to the crowbarred main field, helping
maintain the FRC inside the theta coil after formation.
Without this mirror field, and with the compression due
to the modulation on the crowbarred field (more below),
the FRCs were ‘squeezed out’ and translated as soon as
they were formed.
We present the results from a representative shot
(1525; 25.3 mTorr D2 static fill) which exhibits good lifetime and an n = 2 rotational instability, a characteristic
particular to FRCs [43]. Though the actual cause of the
rotation of this instability is still a matter of debate, the
mode is well characterized. The cross-section of the FRC
is elongated along one direction, taking an oval rather
than circular shape. The FRC then rotates, its crosssection eventually elongating enough to skim the walls of
the container, quickly losing containment.
Figure 7 shows a plot of the axial magnetic field measured with the probe from theta coil segment A (refer
to Fig. 6) along with plots of the excluded flux, lineintegrated density (left column), and various calculated
quantities (right column). The density was measured at
z = 0, r = 0, 2 cm, using the two-chord version of the
visible HeNe interferometer. The volume-averaged beta
< β >, normalized separatrix radius xs , and Te + Ti are
calculated as detailed in Sec. II E. The B plot shows
the initial negative bias magnetic field and the PI field
superimposed at t ≈ 1 µs. The main (reversed) field is
fired just before the PI completes 1.5 cycles. The field
reaches a maximum at 9.5 µs, after which point it oscillates dramatically due to the effect of the crowbar inductance in the circuit. Ideally one desires a monotonically decaying field after reaching this peak. The vertical
dashed lines refer to times at which excluded flux is calculated in Fig. 8. The excluded flux was obtained at
the same axial location as the bottom plot. The bottom left plot shows the initial line-integrated electron
density at z = 0 as the gas is ionized, followed by a sudden increase during field reversal. The density becomes
quiescent from ≈ 12 µs until about 15 µs, when it begins to oscillate, as is characteristic of FRCs undergoing
an n = 2 instability. The off-axis chord does not tra-

verse through any plasma when the major radius of this
ellipse is along the direction of the interferometer beam,
while the density in the off-axis chord is maximized when
the FRC has rotated by a further 90 degrees. As shown
on the plots on the right column, the FRC is formed at
≈ 10 µs with an xs = 0.29 ± 0.04, Te + Ti ≈ 440 eV,
and < ne >≈ 3.9 × 1016 cm−3 . It reaches an equilibrium
state at ≈ 12 µs, with xs = 0.43 ± 0.02, Te + Ti ≈ 250 eV,
and < ne >≈ 1.3 × 1016 cm−3 .
The fractional error on the magnetic field plot is ≈ 2%,
while the error on the line-integrated density plot is less
than the line width on the scale shown. The magnetic
field error is propagated to the calculated values φexc and
xs , as shown. The error is not propagated to < β > and
Te + Ti , as these are volume average estimates, and error propagation would result in an misstatement of the
confidence in these estimates. To obtain the φexc plot, a
single point measurement is used to obtain the magnetic
field and symmetry is assumed (which does in fact turn
invalid once the plasma becomes asymmetric, after onset
of the n = 2 instability). The derived quantities on the
right column of the figure are obtained as detailed in the
diagnostic section and using values from the left column.
Because the excluded flux becomes invalid after asymmetry sets in, so are these derived values (< β >, xs , and
Te + Ti ), which depend on the φexc measurement. Therefore, the values on the right column should be ignored
after instability sets in (cross-hatched portion).
The excluded flux (or separatrix) radius is obtained as
detailed in Sec. II E. By using probes at the four locations indicated above, we obtain the excluded flux radius
for the same shot shown in Fig. 7. The separatrix radius
rs oscillates with the same frequency as the crowbarred
field, increasing in size when the field gets weaker and
vice versa. One can use this radius to obtain the excluded flux by multiplying the excluded area (πrs2 ) times
the external field measured by the magnetic probes. The
excluded flux radius can be calculated at the four locations indicated above, as a function of time. These values are then splined along z, and smoothed in time, and
combined to obtain a contour plot of the excluded flux
vs time, as shown in Fig. 8. This figure shows, via the
excluded flux, the FRC separatrix forming and monotonically diminishing in length and losing excluded flux,
even with the crowbarred field oscillating to less than
50% of its original value. The top plot in this figure is a
contour plot showing the magnitude of the excluded flux
(mWebers) as a function of z position and time. The bottom plot shows the excluded flux vs z at various times,
obtained by taking cross-sections of the contour plot at
the times indicated on it with dashed lines. Note that
these are the same times that were labeled in Fig. 7. The
markers indicate actual data points at the probe locations. The same arguments regarding the validity of φexc
in Fig. 7 apply to this figure.
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FIG. 7: Correlation between axial magnetic field, excluded flux, and integrated line density (left column), and calculated
quantities volume-averaged beta < β >, normalized separatrix radius xs , and Te + Ti (right column), FRX-L shot 1525.
Crowbar mismatch is evident in the B plot after peak field. The vertical dashed lines in this plot refer to times at which
excluded flux is calculated in Fig. 8. Integrated line density is shown at two radii. Plasma density persists beyond the first
crowbar modulation cycle but undergoes characteristic n = 2 instability after 15 µs. Cross-hatched portions indicate where
FRC symmetry assumption used in deriving those quantities becomes invalid. Fractional error on axial B plot is ≈ 2%, and is
propagated to φexc and xs . Error bars are shown only for selected points for clarity.
IV.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We are currently working on solving the problem of the
excessive modulation in the crowbarred magnetic field.
As this containing field oscillates, the FRC increases and
decreases in radius, running the risk of hitting the walls;
it also stretches axially, possibly beyond the ends of the
theta coil, into regions of cold un-ionized gas. Possible solutions for the crowbar ringing problem include reducing
the inductance of the crowbar switch, increasing the load
inductance, and operating at higher main bank voltages,
resulting in better rail gap conduction (and possibly also
lower switch inductance).
Initial results and comparison to older published results gives us confidence that the device is performing
near expectations. These results are exciting indications
of the potential performance of the device, and the confirmation of these estimates with more direct measurements
(Thomson scattering) is anticipated. We are well on our
way to achieving the parameters required to make an
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MTF target FRC. Table III shows important parameters
and values achieved so far, along with required values
(φequil is the poloidal flux contained in the FRC once
the configuration reaches equilibrium, estimated by assuming a rigid-rotor-like radial pressure profile [24], using ² = 0.25). Increasing bank voltages and hardware
modifications should allow us to push further into the
parameter space.
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TABLE III: FRX-L Summary of Experimental Results
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FIG. 8: Excluded flux contours as a function of time and axial
position, FRX-L shot 1525 (top), and excluded flux vs axial
position at various times (bottom). Lineouts at 9.5 µs and
13 µs correspond to the first peak in the main reversal field
and the first minimum of the modulation, respectively (see
Fig. 7). Data points (markers) are splined along z.
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